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Now you can grab your own piece of Kengo 

Kuma architecture — for a mere $300,000 
By: Stefan Morkis 

 

Kengo Kuma’s aluminium cloud pavilion can be used indoors or outdoors. 

Construction work on the V&A at Dundee is a painstaking and arduous process that will take years to 

complete. 

Work began on the £80.1 million Kengo Kuma-designed museum last year but it will not open to the 

public until the summer of 2018. 

Before construction work could begin, a watertight structure known as a cofferdam had to be created so 

contractors BAM could work on land normally covered by water. 

But there is a simpler way to acquire a piece of Kengo Kuma architecture – though deep pockets are still 

required. 

Filipino company Revolution is selling limited quantities of “prefab” pavilions and homes designed by 

the award-winning Japanese architect and other world-renowned designers. 

The structures, which include a pavilion designed by Kuma, can be put together in days, rather than 

months or years. 
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His aluminium cloud pavilion is a structure which Revolution suggests can both be used as a teahouse 

when located in an interior space or as a space for meditation if placed outdoors. 

The entire structure is built from aluminium panels that slot together and lock into place without the need 

for nuts or bolts. 

The architect-designed gazebos in the collection retail for an average price of $300,000, rising to a 

staggering $480,000 should you wish an outdoor dining pavilion created by star Zaha Hadid, creator of 

$50 million penthouse apartments. 

Cheapest is that designed by Gluckman Tang, which is described as “a moveable object to display 

contemporary art”, but which resembles an elaborate white bus stop. 

Revolution’s website states: “Revolution Precrafted Pavilions are collectible structures, whose wide 

variety of functions, complement an existing space. 

“They are special additions to any home or open space, which can be anything from a dining pavilion to a 

pool pavilion. While they are utilised for everyday activities, they can also be just marvelled at as the 

pieces of art that they are.” 

In 2013 Kuma created a kennel as part of an exhibition called Architecture for Dogs. Dog owners could 

build their own kennels following instructions provided. 

 

 


